Kenton Jazz Concert Scheduled
Wednesday Night In Men's Gym
ee
een
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ne ppearance
with his:
new 20-piece orchestra Wednesda uteet
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concert is
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concert is $1.75 for student body card holders, and $2.50)
for adults.

CO LLEGE

Tickets for the jazz concert may-

be purchased from any member
of the Jazz Club, Physics Club, or
from any of the following business

No. 19]Coed From Humboldt
Breaks Sex Barrier
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establishments:
Jerry's
Record
Corral, Ned’s Mens’ Wear, Art
By David Maxon
An_
interesting article on
the Fudem’s Record Store, The Fortwentieth century
phase of the 4tuna Music Mart, The Keg, or
Tickets will albattle for women’s rights appear- HSC’s Bookstore,
so be on sale the night of the coned in the Chronicle last month.
Dianne Seater, a coed here last cert in the gym, as well as in the
year
who majored in
Wildlife Coop next week.
Kenton’s band is generally beManagement, has enrolled at the
lieved by some to be the most
University of Alaska.
This in itoutstanding musical group in the
self is not unusual, but Dianne’s
country.
Sometimes
called
choice of a major field remained
“Modern America’s Man of Muthat of Wildlife Management! The
c,” Kenton is one of the most
controversy
began
when
Dianne
colorful and _ controversial figleft for Alaska.
A’ letter arrived
ures in the world of music.
the
following day at
Dianne’s
home
in Oroville suggesting an
Kenton, whose mother was also
alternate field of study in the Bi- a piano player and a great influology department with field trips ence on his musical career, also
conducted in the library!
|has played the saxaphone, trumIt was
Dr. Dean, head of the Wildlife ‘pet, and even the banjo.
that Kenton
department
at
the
University, back in the 1930's
pointed out that field trips are formed his own band and started
|

quite
tions

The Humboldt State College Choir, under the direction of Dr. Leon Wagner, is rehearsing for its
biennial Concert tour.
The choir and Madigral

ment.
COMING

|

The Humboldt y
College choir will ve for its biennial spring Concert tour Monday.
The choir will present 12 concerts between Arcata and San Francisco, and
will return on Feb. 28. The purpose of the choir trip is to
bring to as many communities as possible a representative
program of the best in choral music, from the sixteenth
through the twentieth centuries.
This year’s program will feautre
et
ee
sacred pieces by Bach and the) David Olson, Gary Simpson, Gary
contemporary composers, Lekberg
Alene cheis meen, Go Mai.
andFletcher, music of the late ro-| rigal singlers include Joan Ivermantic
period, folk songs
and| son, Gwendolyn
James, Wanda
modern secular works.
In addi-| McCra
fanaa Reddick,
Jane
tion, the Madrigal
singers will
cane
tne
Flora Joe McAlpresent

a

group

of

sixteenth

cen-|

lister,

"June ‘aeanen

4 the . past, | jiams.
As 5 in
lections.
tury s¢ lect
the choir will make a special point
Eisel
of visiting several areas
which,
because
1
f

of

their

location,

dom found on ane con
1

1

cording
to Dr.
choir master.

Frank

Alden,

Janis

Wil-

and

Phil

are selschedul

Leon

cher’ Speech Students
Tadg e Lions

eee

Clare

EVENTS

and

Willits

High|at

School.
Wednesday the choir will |
sing at Mendocino High School,;
Point Arena High School, Ukiah)
School and Ukiah Baptist
High
|
Church.
Thursday the choir will go to|
Healds-|
High School,
Hopland
burg High School and Santa Rosa|
First Congregational Church, Fri-|
day a concert will be presented at |

California

College

of

Arts

Crafts, and will be followed
tour of the campus,
Choir

personnel

includes

the

second

anual

Redwood |

Lions
Student
Speakers
Conte st |
held at Tiny's in Eureka. Judges,
from Prof. Milt Dobkin’s Speech |
187 class were Alice Glines, Diane |
Anderson, and Tom Lofthouse.
High school speakers who compcted were Kay Fielding, winner,
and Margaret Schultze and John
Miles ,who tied for second place.
All represented St. Bernard’s High

and) School.
by

a|

Doro-|

Presiding at the dinner meeting
was Jim Peets of the Redwood
Lions

club,

with

Bill

Startary

and

sryant co-chairmen of the
Ervin, Rella Cianée
thy Elliott, Sandra
Speakers Contest commitMontgomery, | a
Bonnie
Hammond,
Rose Ann Pialorsi, Karen Sund-|
quist, Pat Van Deventer, Carolyn |
Woods, Ernest Deo, Larry Han- |
The Music Department has ansen, William Shreeve, Jeff Simas, |

"MUSIC AT ONE

Floyd
Larry

Smith,

Larry

Westmoreland,

lespie, Helen

Hayes,

Westlake,|
Jonette

Gil-|

nounced

the starting of the “Mu-

sic at 1 O’clock”

Patricia Mil-| day in the Music

series every

Building.

arrangements

on

the

Luce

for president,

Fri-

This is the opportunity for any
ler, Denise Moore, Judith Nilsen,|
Shank,| student playing any sort of instru-|
Sanderson, Carolyn
Pat
Souligny, Joyce Taylor, ment to perform in an informal
Barbara
All those interested
York,|/ atmosphere.
Carolyn
Woodruff,
Linda
Donald Atterbury, Larry Cleven-|are urged to contact any faculty
ger, Robert Elkins, Peter Loquet,|member of the Music Department. |

pi-

20—HSC vs. Cal Aggies (here)
21—HSC vs, Cal Aggies (here)
Youth Conference—all day
Administration Building
22—Chamber Music
23—Choir Trip

Committee Studies
Activities Bill
@

@,°0

o'

The Student Activities Committee held its first. meeting of the
semester Tuesday
in the Green
and Gold Room to discuss organizing student
activities for the
Jon Mitts has been named busi- spring.
ness manager and Tom McMurray
Among the activities to be in
25—Spurs Pledging
assistant business manager of the operation shortly by the commita
Concert
(Stan Kenspring issue of Hilltopper.
tee are ping pong, bowling, danc27—Drama
They will solicit advertising and ing, billiards, rifle team, and table
The committee recently
HSC vs. So. Oregon
take charge of other business op- games.
chess, pinochle
28—D
ai
erations of the general
interest decided to have
available to
rare
magazine, which is being planned cards and checkers
HSC
Oregon
who are
interested in
HSC vs.
vs. So.
Chico—Wresting
for publication in mid or late Ap- students
games.
Anyone interested
may
ril.
(here)
Mitts is a graduate student in check out games from the Dears
Senior Dance
social science, having taken his B. of Students Office.
Members of the Student ActiviMARCH
A. degree last June.
He has been
4—Business Day
active as a representative-at-large | ties Committee are Art Dalianes,
6—Popera
on the Student Executive Council, |chairman; Glendyne Baldwin, Erin band, and as chairman of the! inest Spirz, Gary Timmons, Kathy
Ammer, Ken
7—Drama
1957 Homecoming.
McMurray is Cornwell, Marilee
Sweetheart Ball
a junior economics major.
Both 'Ewing, and Neil Evans.
Any student interested in workare from Eureka.
Tony
Vasquez, Hilltopper edi- ing on any of the committees are
tor, also announced the appoint- asked to contact Miss Kate Buchment of Sally Wilkinson as art anan, adviser to the group, or Art
The HSC Victory Axe is gone | editor.
Dalianes.

Managers Named To
Spring Hilltopper

What! Again?

Speech Contest

School

Booth

anyone?

FEBRUARY

Monday the members will leave |
Arcata and travel to Garberville,
where they will give the first conagain! Since sometime last week
cert of the tour.
Tuesday they
the area over the fireplace in
will present concerts at L eagett|
Three HSC spech students offic- |
the Coop
where the
axe has
Valley
High
School, Laytonville |!liated at judges Monday evening |
hung since December has been

High

writing
no accomodaThis certainly ‘ano.

Because of the acclaim accordis/ ;
wouldn’t bother Dianne, who
quite “at home” in the outdoors ed his dance band during past enand was an active member of Con- gagements at theatres, clubs, ballformed the
servation Unlimited here on cam- rooms, concerts, pe
pus, Dianne’s mother immediately current tour.
This concert is the sgcond of
sent letters of protest to the presi- |
dent of the Board of Regents of the year and the sixth Jazz Show
to
HSC.
Among
the
the University and to Alaska’s new brought
governor.
Subsequent
develop- other artists who have appeared
are
Pete Jolly and
ments indicate that the University on campus
has allowed one of the final bar- | Sonny Criss, Cal Tjader and Virriers to the fair sex to be broken 'gil Gonsalves.
and Dianne is happily pursuing
her studies in Wildlife Managee
e

Singers will present concerts in Humboldt, Mendocino and Sonoma
CEES, SNE ee ee Say aoe.

Biennial Spring Concert Tour
Planned By ts Madrigals

rugged
with
for women.
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Made of redwood and alumninum, the axe has been the victory trophy of the Humboldt

State-Chico

State football game

for the past 13 years. It was first
introduced when the HSC Inter-|
collegiate Knights had it designed in 1946 to help rouse school

spirit.

The

score

is now

;

even

with six wins on both sides of
the rivalry, and one tie, HSC
having won it back from Chico

in the

Homecoming

game

last

fall.

The

only

clue to the where-

abouts of the axe is an anonymous note received by the Lumberjack this week and signed by
“Bigfoot.”
The
note
states,
“The axe is hidden on the campus.
No one seems to care if

jt is gone or not. If not found
by Easter the location will be
made public.”
Theft of the axe by pranksters
at
both Chico and
Humboldt

has been commonplace in recent
years.

Committee,
which is planning spring
The Student
Activities
events, is composed of, standing, left to right, Art Dalianes, Gary
Neil
Seated is Glendyne Baldwin.
Timmons, and Ernest Spirz.
Evans, also a member of the committee, is not shown.
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How would you—college student, alumnus, nonge
eollege person, or educato r—plan your ideal colle
gn
if you were given a clean slate to draw your desi
upon?
A committee of educators, appointed by three farst,
mous “Ivy: League” colleges (Smith, Amhe
usach
(Mas
Mount Holyoke) and a state university
,
nment
setts,} has been working on such an assig

and now its design is made public.
It embodies a number of features many educators long have dreamed of in the interests of insingle-mindedness

Executive Council
Students, the
is given the power to establish the

provisions under which card holders would be admitted to ASB-

sponsored

of

events.

The

provisions

established ‘for the Gonzaga game
were as follows: members of the
Associated Students would be admitted free by securing a ticket
before the game and faculty members with associated membership
cards would also be admitted free
If one reads
by securing a ticket.
Article I, Section 14, it is clear

the

constitutionality

of

the

giate sports), which current students, the alumni,
and the public may not unanimously approve.
Other features may be more generally appreciated: the “new college” focusing on its library,
architecturally and academically, and its apparent operating economy.

But it will take the experienced college educator

to appreciate fully the excellence of the plan and
it
also the very considerable educational hurdles
for
ent
evem
achi
difficult
For the most
erects.
is the synthesis of learnalike
nt
stude
and
teacher
any
ing. That is, for the one the presentation of

for

Whoops! Our Face

Helen Hayes, soph, Elem. Ed.;)
“Think it’s nice tlfat we can get

like that

also be

pointed out

Any student who is really inter-

ested in seeing how the student
government operates is welcome
to attend the Council meetings
afternoon at 4,
every Thursday
in the basement of the Coop. We
criticism.
constructive
welcome

We also welcome help in putting
on student activities.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
Don Peterson
ASB President

Dear Editor:
Was dismayed to learn of the
impending
change of the
band
uniforms.
Why must everyone do
his utmost to conform?
The crucifixion of an independent intellect,
such as the recent case with Admiral Rickover, makes one boil.
With such event, the intellectual
freedom and independence of the
American mind is being washed
down the drain.
In the case in

point, the Lumberjack motif, being
unique and eminently typical of
this area probably did more to
publicize our campus than most

Les Lee Launer, frosh, French;
“Good for those who like that type
of music, but I don’t particularly.”
Don
Peterson, Sr., Poli. Sci.;
“Really great!
Everybody should
go for Kenton.”

Launi
“I

think

Mason,
we're

Program Log

through FRIDAY
MONDAY
on, Morning
Sign
8:00 a.m.—
Varieties
9:00 am.—CBS News
9:05 a.m.—Morning Varieties
9:40 a.m.—Weather Forecast
9:45 a.m.—Morning Varieties
10:15 a.m.—College Bulletin

10:20 a.m.—Morning
11:30 a.m.—News

Varieties

11:35 a.m.—Concert in Khaki
12:00 noon—Midafternoon Melodies
‘2:30 p.m.—News

2:35 p.m.—Midafternoon
dies

Melo-

soph.,

Nursing;

lucky!”

John Rawlinson, frosh, Speech;
“I’m
sorry
that
the
budget
wouldn’t allow the school to pay
other campus activities.
Having
proudly worn the “tin hat” and
Mackinaw as a band member, I
feel it my duty to protest this
change over to the faceless ignominy of conformity.
The governor of California once
remarked on the uniqueness of the
HSC
band uniforms, but I expect no new monetary appropriations, since
he won't recognize
the
Humboldt State Band
any
more!
I hope someone steps forth to
write an
“Ode to the
Logger
Band” with accompanying indictment of misguided conformity.
Signed,
David Yale Maxon.

Is Bright Red

The winner of the Men’s Best
Costume prize at the Mardi Gras
announced
week was not
last
in the Lumberjack due to the fact
the winner was so well disguised
that not even the officials knew his
It was discovered later
identity.
that the man was none other than
David
own
Lumberjack’s
the
of Fin and Fur column
Maxon
a
was
prize
Maxon’s
fame.
matching tie and handkerchief set.

Shirley

Dorothy

Miss

and

for both he
Crawford.”

Tolley,

frosh,

P.

E.;

“Fantabulous!”
Stan
Brandenburg,
freshman,
Speech-Drama;
“I
think
it’s a
good thing, I only hope Mr. Farley can make it.”
Sandy

Brause, frosh, Elem. Ed.;

“Personally

I think

it’s a terrific

idea!
Those who don’t like jazz
will still probably go see him because he’s so well-known.”
Georgia Baldry,
soph. Educ.;
“Tt’s wonderful to have outside entertainment of that calibre.”
Harriet
Newman, Jr.,
Educ.;
“The
student council and
Jazz
Club are to be complimented on
their choice of entertainment.”
Rella Hammond, Jr., Art; “I like
it; I hope it’ll be a prelude to other name bands coming up here.”

Men go for girls who go for
This

Camels.

out-

cigarette

sells every other —every
filter, every king-size, every
regular —and

straight

years.

has

The

for

10

Camel

blend of costly tobaccos has

never been equalled for rich
flavor

and

easygoing

mild-

ness. The best tobacco
makes the best smoke.

Push fads and

This new college would launch even freshmen on
their
their own, sinking their s hafts and drawing
feltheir
with
maps as they go, aided by conference
mum
mini
a
low amateurs and with teachers and by

KHSC

here.”

Joe Chappelle, Sr., Music; “The
council has
best thing student
done in the four years I’ve been
here.”

should

ultimately—of all knowledge; for the other, of
perceiving these relationships and thus acquiring
spective.
This can be done—is being done—with much
oversimplification for children, They do not
compartment their world. Preparatory and college teachers are obliged to make their students
drive deeper shafts into knowledge which cannot
be both thorough and wide and at the same time
to keep them oriented. The better the teacher, the
more he realizes how partial his success.

fancy stuff aside...
gr

Have a real
cigarette—

have a CAMEL

one for

@®

Christian Science Monitor
4:00
6:00
6:05
7:00
8:00
9:00

p.m.—Afternoon sign off
p.m.—Evening sign on
p.m.—Music for Dining
p.m.—Show Time
p.m.—Dance Time
p.m.—Sign off

Wednesday nights from 7 to 8
p.m. the Classical Hour will be

broadcast,

and

next

in
to

|

curious

lis

"3

—The

up

that these provisions concerning
the Gonzaga game were arrived at
by the student Executive Council
after much discussion and debate.
We wish to assure the students
that we are making every effort
to provide as many activities as
possible at the lowest cost.

sector of knowledge in its context of related and—
per-

the already well prepared, intellectually
We hope it can be tried.
youngster.

Un-

Geophysical

American

HSC.”

someone

such

“diversions” as social fraternities and intercolle-

of broad presentations in lectures.
A challenging, stimulating outlook—but

and range man-

reported on the meeting

agement,
of the

assistant

Cooper,

Charles

Dr.

professor of game

teresting to the layman were concerned with the future of the varJon Mitts, graduate, Soc. Sci.; ious earth satellites.
“Somebody has started to use his
The organization brings togethhead instead of just using it for a er scientists frome widely varied
done,
Good job, and well
hatrack!
common
and provides a
fields
committee.”
ground where they can meet and
This is alexchange information.
Arlene Goble, soph., Art; “Well,
so the organization that sponsored
I think it’s a very good idea.”
the American end of the InternaGeophysical Year, just fintional
Bus.
Schwede, soph.
Herman
ished.
particularly
not
“I’m
Admin.;
moved by Kenton’s arrangements,
but I’m going because he’s a great
musician.”

tunity

Council’s action is above reproach.

It

‘New College’

tellectual

in setting up ticket regulations for
the
Gonzaga
basketball
game.
Under Article I, Section 14, of the
Constitution
of the
Associated

that

by

(omission

On AGU At Stanford

ion held last week at Stanford
Dr. Cooper said that
University.
on hydrology,
scientific papers
meteorology, and
Reference
Lumberjack.
oceanography,
week’s
Janet French, Jr. Elem. Ed.; related fields were presented by
was made to a “gross violation of
Several of the most inthe constitution” by the Council “Think it’s fabulous, swell oppor- members.

DIANE ANDERSON
EDITOR........
MONTGOMERY
IE
BONN
0%
ASST. EDITORS.......+++++0
KAY M ORRISON
BARBARA DODD
EDITOR......+-+-+++> eorereeree

Maxon, Sandra Zunino,
John Rawlinson, Sandra
Lower, Margie Tupper.

17, 1959

This week’s question: “WHAT
OF STAN
DO YOU THINK
KENTON COMING TO HUMBOLDT STATE?”
Dear Editor:
Whitmire, frosh, BusiOn
behalf of the
Executive
Council, I wish to clarify a few ness: “Think it’s terrific for Humpoints raised in a column in last boldt.”

t Body of
Published Weekly by the Associated Studen
'
Humboldt State College, Arcata, California
atory
Labor
lism
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Phone: VAndyke 2-1771, Ext. 249
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Monday

“Et-

chings in Marble” will be on the
air from 7 to 7:30 p.m. The subject of this program will be AbLincoln. The program is
raham
produced and directed in the HSC
radio studio.
Home basketball games ,played
on Friday nights, will be broadcast at 9 p.m. the same night.

“Excuse me, honey.

The lady wants a Camel.”

BR. J. Reynolds Tob, Co., Winston-Salem, N. G.
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Lumberjack Is
CNPA Member

PAT’S
PERUSALS

tant

lanting
Un‘ord
that
ey,

By PAT

tions for Teacher Education Curriculum. That is also the deadline

Toyon, published each Spring
with the creative writings of
HSC students, needs your cooperation . . . whether you write

for

Godot?”

I

up and submit

the

band

mong

decided

to

date

—

With

all the

HSC

students, there will

San

for

all

Jose

State

College

The headline
Registration

next

IBM

not

the

judge

in

*

*

&

Daffynition.
Courtship:
The
period during which the girl decides whether or not she can do
any better .

The
new
requirement
stems
from a law which went into effect
the first of the year, V. A. said.
Under the same law, all veterans taking GI courses which do
Lynn Lehman was elected presilead to a college degree or siaaa!
professional goal such as nursing | dent of Nelson Hall Women last
Other
members
of
her
or medical internship will not be| week,
required to list their monthly ab- | cabinet are Susie Ratliff, vice president;
Carolyn York,
secretary;
sences from class.
Lynn Ricker, treasurer; Joan IvV. A.
reminded the
50,000
erson, AWS representative; Helen
veterans affected by this new
Wilson, ICS representative; Lois
chargeover in absence reporting
Gardenhire, fire chief.
that they should carefully check
Miss Lehman, a junior Elementhe
V.
A.
Certifications
of
tary Ed. major, is from Crescent
Training they fill out early in
She served as treasurer of
February (covering GI training | City.
Nelson
Hall Women
in the ’58
for the month of January), to |
fall semester.
be sure they’re
following the
Miss Ratliff, a home economics
tight reporting procedure.
major, was active on the HSC
V. A. uses two forms for month- rally committee in
1957, served as
ly certifications of training,
One
Home
Economics
treasurer, and
provides for reporting days of abthe home economics merit chairsence; the other does not.
Use of man in 1958.
from
She comes

Nelson Hall Siem

'

Elect New Officers

tificate before it can send a trainee his monthly allowance.
Before the new law went into
taking

high

school training and college courses
—whether leading to a college de-!
gree or not—were
exempt
from
listing

On
ing

monthly

to

absences.

the other hand, veterans taktrade

report

or

business

courses

had

absences.

now

have to be report-

ed, will be allowed

Miss

up to 30 oe

of absence
in a 12-month
period
;
.
cout’ of telmen’” caimeuae
:

Iverson,

her

class

a freshman,

president

She

is

also

active

in

peg

shart

ee

ot

by the absence policy of the schoo!

in which they are enrolled.

KENTON CONCERT
It’s colorful!
It’s coming!
It’s
the most colorful in the world of
music, is coming to
Humboldt
State College. You can hear and
see this recording artist on Wednesday at 8:30 p. m. in the HSC
gymnasium,

For

any

of the

member

Club
las
College

tickets

HSC

major

Singers;

major

from

San

of the

chairman

of

the

Jazz;

a

-*

A committee

has been sanction- |

Bernar- | vious

The

|magazine
by selecting the best
dressed girl on the HSC campus.
Those nominated in a recent AWS
meeting
include
Judy
Henzel,
freshman; Glendyne Baldwin, sophomore; Carol Johnson, sopho«|more; Wendy Wahlund, freshman;
Denise Moore, junior; and Karin
Dahl, sophomore. One finalist will
be chosen by the AWS
Cabinet,
chosen to represent HSC taken in
an on-campus outfit, a day-time
off-campus outfit, and a date dress,
will be submitted with the official
entry form to Glamour. Early in
March a panel of Glamour editors
will chose the “Ten Best Dressed
College Girls in America”
from
entries submitted by hundreds of
colleges in the United States and
Canada .
The AWS Cabinet includes president Mary Ann Regan, vice president Pat Hodges, recording secretary Judy Ferguson, correspond-

W.

MATTHEWS

Robert W, Matthews, a member
of the Humboldt State College advisory board for the past thirty
years and a strong supporter of
many student activities, was presented with a special Circle K
award last Saturday.
Mr. Matthews’ name was the
fifth added to the “Man of Year”
which is presented annualy by the
group.
He was presented with
a plaque at the ceremonies and
gave a talk on the opportunities
of Humboldt.
Professor
Milton Dobkin
was
the special speaker for the evening.
The Circle K changed the
old officers for the new and outgoing president
Marvin
Turner
presented
Neal
Evans
with the
govel.

Melodrama Today
At High School;
Curtain At 3 p.m.

Semester

1,714

persons.

These

registrar.
is below

SCERCSET. |

However,
the

registration

fig-

Ann
this

the cast and crew will travel to
South Fork, Del Norte, and Eureka where performances will be
for

the

high

members

Griswold,

Gail

vot

from Laytonville, is majoring in| pleted in the Men’s Gym,
This
physical education. She is a mem- | reduced the time spent standing
ber of Delta Zeta sorority, and/in line by students.
Mrs. Smith,
Fashion|the
Registrar’s office staff, and
division secretaries
combined to
form the working force of the regPATRONIZE OUR
istration procedure.
ADVERTISERS...
The
final date for
program
THEY PATRONIZE US!
changes has been set at Feb. 27.

include

audien-

Carolyn

Guthmiller,

Fred

Millard, Ray Rossiter, Lyla Pfeiffer, Phyllis McCoy, Mike Stillion,
Ron
Vaverka,
Bonita Hennings,
and Dan Bearden.
Members of the production staff
are Darrel Mathews, student director; Irene Patterson, technical
director; Wiley Hoass, sound diand

Gary

Karshner,

light-

ing director.
Tickets may be obtained from
any cast member or by telephoning the high school at VA 2-1731.
Only 40 seats are available per
performance, with
all seats reserved.

1,923 persons

process

schools’

ing secretary Anita Sbrana,
urer JoAnne
Defino,
ICS
sentative Delores Azevedo,

Edwina

Hash,

Sarboe;

publicity,

and

Delta

decorations,

Ruth

Zeta

Mona Armstrong.
is the adviser.

Linda

Hayden

representative,

Mrs.

Mary

Farr

Juvenile Art Work

On Display Now
Around Campus
A

collection

of art

illustrations

for children’s brooks is being
shown in the audio-visual room of

the Library,
Art Building,
and
CES,
through
the end of February.
The illustrations are shown in
memory
of
Gladys
English,
a
great children’s librarian who died
in Pasadena in 1956, She was born
in Oakland in 1886 and graduated

the

Western

Reserve

Li-

brary in 1917.
She worked in
many different libraries and organized the Headquarters Library
in Chicago, Illinois.
From 19301950 Miss English was the supervisor of the Los Angeles Public
Library,
She was lecturer of the
Immaculate
Heart
High
School

in

Los

Angeles

until

her

death.

The
friends of Miss
Englisty
gave their time and efforts to pre~
serve the best of children’s ilfustrations and to honor the artists
devoting their talents in children’s
books.
A few of the many paintings are: “Merry
Miller”,
“Mr.
Plum
and Little Green
Tree”,
“Patrick and the Golden Slippers”,
“Hans
Anderson
and
Grimm’s
Fairy Tales”, “Look-Inside Easter Ege”.

The Varsity
Restaurant - Fountain

SUPER
SHAKES... SUNDAES...
SODAS ... SANDWICHES
854

“G”

St,

Arcata

Ouerlooking ‘rbxcata's

SMITTY'S

Dario Meucci - John Polzin — UNION OIL DEALER
Service Your Car

During “We
Class
76

Leave Your Car Before Class
Call VA 2-3873 for Pick up
Across from the Arcata Theater

10th & G St.

treasreprefresh-

man representative Pat Sanderson,
sophomore representative Bonnie
Montgomery, junior representative
Janet French, senior representative

from

ted several times throughout
the
county.
After closing at Arcata,

rector;

“Ten

and three pictures of the candidate

ROBERT

held

1959

tne

© © ’

ces.
Cast

magazine’s

Best Dressed College Girls in
America”
contest is underway.
HSC has been invited to assist the

“|

“Sorry,
Wrong
Number,” a
melodrama by Lucille Fletcher,
will be presented by the Arcata
High School Drama Club this
afternoon at 4 p.m. in the high
giate athletic teams.
school’s auditorium.
The play,
Just prior to his death, he was
directed by Herbert McLellan,
|assisting in the designing of the
will be presented again Tuesday
present health facilities and did
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the
much to help in the planning for | school.
the new Health Service Building. |
The one-act play will be presen-

Rally Cluub, Homecoming Com-/jrapidly this semester.
The regismittee and Sweetheart Ball com-| tration operation of validating resmittee,
idence
cards,
obtaining
course
Miss
Gardenhire, a
freshman|cards, and paying fees was com-

was a model for the AWS
Show last week.
contact,
—

telep!
Humboldt State |
unk ask
athte
and
for extension 258.

program.

Mitts stated that March 2-4 has
been set as the dates for the Memorial Week.
A proclamation by
President Cornelius Siemens and
ASB President
Donald Peterson
will announce the observance.
Dr. Scheppler
was Humboldt
State College’s physician for seven years.
Late last spring Dr.
| Scheppler was killed in a head-on
collision on his way home to Blue
| Lake.
The memorial is to honor the late doctor for his devotion
to the students of HSC.
|
Dr. Scheppler, or “Schepp” as
;many of his friends called him,
| took an active part in contributing
college counseling to many stu|dent on campus.
He lectured to
|many health, hygiene, nursing and
;Marriage classes.
He was also
;team physician for all intercolle-

her| Smith,

HSC|

:

Glamour

5

acIn-

By ART DALIANES
Plans for establishing a George
'C. Scheppler Memorial Week are
‘now under way, according to Jon

number

is a member

ee

i

an-

Scheppler Memorial
Week Established;
To Be March 2-4

the | reacher

is music.

Chology

dino,

Madrigal

:

eee

Redlands

secre-

in

OF

special

is an

and

en

Press
Association
a delegation to the

college band, choir, and is a mem-| ures were released by Mary

cl

a

CNPA’s

| tary, student body
secretary, a}
As of Feb. 12, enrollment for
| member
of the band and
Glee! the present semester at HSC had

Veterans who no longer have to her of the
si

at

convention

This

;as

Club.

pee.

includes

AWS
| representative. She Un-|
was Fnveliment Down So
‘graduated from Point Arena
| ion High School, where she served | Far
|

Veterans in GI courses where

absences

of

ed by the Executive Council to
work on the memorial, comprised
by representatives of the Health
Covelo.
Department, Art Department and
A graduate of Point Arena UnPhysical
Education
Department |
in 1958
Miss
High
School,
ion
York was élected to serve as Nel- and the student body at large.
| son Hall secretary.
During the Memorial Week the
She is active
Student
Health’ Service and the
in the HSC choir.
Miss Ricker has not yet decided importance of the voluntary student health insurance program will |
A freshwhat her major will be.
be
highlighted.
In addition, funds
man from Berkeley, Miss Ricker
is serving on the Sweetheart Ball will be raised to add to already
existing monies to enable a memcommitte and belongs to the HSC
orial to become a reality.
chorus.

the wrong form can only result in
late educational allowance checks,
for V. A. must have a correct cer-

veterans

members

month.

| Mitts,

taking GI Bill courses which do not lead
to a standard college degree or an advanced professional
goal now must begin report ing their classroom absences
each month to the Veterans Administration.

most

CIPA

reads, “New Student
Figures
Drop
Due

was

Cpt

meeting,

tercollegiate
and will send

VA Now Requires Absence Account
Korea veterans

effect,

which

program

ing the low registration figures of
the Spring semester upon the rain.

the

college

The Lumberjack also is an
tive member of the California

is blam-

disqualifications.”

catoin students is March 3. That
is the deadline for filing aplica-

program,
nual

to Rain.” Futher on in the article
it states, “. . . made it plain that

edu-

other

‘college

to

Humboldt

CNPA.
Student memberships are
more available by CNPA to en-|:
courage close cooperation between |
i
student and professional journal-|
.
ists.
Don O’Kane, president and %
general manager of the Eureka
Newspers, Inc., and chairman of
the HSC advisory board, is northern chairman of the CNPA committee for colleges.
Dr, Milton
Hollstein, publications adviser, said HSC will participate actively in CNPA’s college

advance

the publicity, so it promises
be an entertaining evening.
* * *

ality. O.K., so you don’t agree!
with me... I still liked the old!
uniforms.
* * &
Help
with the
1959
Frosh
Camp is needed. Are you interested in giving it the “old college
try”? An application blank can
be obtained from the Dean of
Studnts office.
* * *
important

dozen

this play in order to live up to

has

change their uniforms ... too bad.
I think
their old
uniforms
were
distinctive . . . and showed origin-

\n

appli-

be “full house” both nights .. .
so, get your tickets early. A lot
of work and effort has gone into

&

*

*

see

Teaching

publicity for this dramatic production stimulating interest a-

them .
. never can tell, maybe
you have more talent than you

think!

Student

cations for Fall, 1959.
A trip to
the Education office, Room 209 in
the Administration Building, is in
order for you Education students.
* *¢ 6
Are you waiting for Feb. 27
and 28... and “Waiting For

Professionally or just for fun.
Any creative writing, such as
short stories, essays or poetry,
that you would like to see “in
print” should be in box 1342 by
March 3. Why not find some of
those English 1A themes, heretofore hidden in dresser draw-

ers, polish them

filing

Association.

Six Selected As
Representatives
In Glamour Contest

tom

State’s application for membership
|
in the professional
organization
of California newspapers was ap- | ag
va
proved at the annual CNPA convention
in San
Francisco
last
“ee
week.
The Lumberjack joins some two

BAKER

The Toyon needs writers! The

Circle K Honors
Robert Matthews

The Lumberjack is now a member of the California Newspaper

Publishers

LUMBERJACK

Arcata, Calif.

VA 2-3873

|

Door Prize Awarded
Mrs. Mary Ann Donley of Arcata won the lovely “Spring Fancy”

outfit

Show
the

on

CES

at

the

AWS

Thursday,
Auditorium.

Fashion

Feb.
A

12

at

$65 out-

fit was donated by Daly’s Department Store of Eureka to the lucky
winner whose ticket number was
drawn
during
intermission,
by
Miss Helen Cunnison, advertising
manager of the store.
The door
prize included an R&K dress, lin-

gerie, shoes, purse and

hat.

A Thinking
Man’s
Service

PHONE VA 2-1083
For An Appointment
3 Barbers

Plaza Barber

Shop
870G
—

——__--

Arcata
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Ph. VA 2-1083

Sweetheart Ball Date Is Sel;
Melodiers Will Provide Music

By DAVID MAXON

Paul Tapia, Wendy Walund and | art major, who is chairman of decJohn Lyall are in charge of dec-|orations; Joyce Taylor, an Eleorations; Diane Greenlee, public-|mentary
Education major
from
ity; Billie Frasier, refreshments;| Trinidad,
who is a member
of
Helen Wilson, bids; Bob Merritt,| CSTA.
Class officers are Ross Stromband and location.

F

Pes

nee

tes

~~

oo

gel

tivities

'Council;

pecans

° ao
ae

include

Kerry

ICS

berg, president; Jim

will ”

PE —
ty

and

on

Dorm

Science major from San Bernardino, whose activities include Rally Club and Freshman Class secre-

tary; Sharon Canepa, an Elementary Education major from Eure-|

|ka, whose activities include Rally
| Club;

Miss

Walund,

a commercial

TUESDAY is college bowling nite at

president;

Dawn

Neblett, a Social

Sieipnanates

Rene

Miss

Darling,

Neblett,

Montelbetti,
Vit,

ICS

vice |

to copy his obvious enjoyment of life and inspect the flow-

secretary; |

ers on campus.

treasurer;

representative.

will
16,

All

The

| drons

Azaleas

have now

and

Rhododen-

show their heads and I heard one
mutter to his neighboring corolla,
through sarcastic petals, “Look at
those silly humans — all chasing
‘round trying to impress people
with how much their can cram into their cerebra.”
I had to agree
with
this deprecatory
comment
which came from a fine Rhododendron, whose ancestors had been

been blooming

Monday

evenings

Men’s Gym.
A call is now

at 7 p. m.

in

inon
the

for those

include

swimming

and

from

iin

the rain

iabeed

forests of

sienna

dwarf
neighbor, the
dinimutive
Azalea, glowered out toward the
forest and said nothing.
I could
sense his yearning for the freedom

evenings.
The class carries onehalf unit of credit.
Activities after the cage tourna:
7

|ment
out

imported

Tibet

continue | terested in team sports, instructed
women in- | by Dr. Louise Watson on Monday

terested in joining a team are
vited to attend WAA meetings

Arcata

The sun had waked me early, and as I step
ticed that the buds on the upper branches of
the old willow
had burst into bloom. A tiny flycatcher was exploring them
and now and again would make a quick foray into the air
to snare an unwary beetle or chase a smal] wasp. I decided

up on
“the hill” for
several
weeks.
When
the rains were
Cage Tournament
} heaviest, and the thermometer
lowest, these earliest bloomers
Underway
By
WAA
were braving the weather,
I rees,
Basketball highlighted last Mon- | member when they were first
44Y evening 8 meeting of the Wo- | planted and in continual danger
men’s
Association
with
of being washed downhill!
|™¢" $ Athletic
3
individual games
being played to
While the
school grind
goes
get the teams organized,
frenetically
ever
onward,
they
A round-robin tournament was |
instituted
and
through March

Kedwood Lanes
10th St. Between H and I

Tuesday, dis-

eral class meet

freshmen in

HSC

to be held
k
annual Sweetheart
cussed plans for the co
Gymnasium.
Men’s
the
in
m.
a.
1
to
m.
March 7 from 9 p.
Admission will be $2 a couple, and a discount of 50 cents
will be given to each freshman. The dance will feature the
Melodiers.

of his —
the Western Azalea,
which
brightens up the somber
Redwoods.
There are more plants blooming now, but my Tyrollean felt
is doffed to these two cousins of
the Heather family who grace

sof-

in-/! ball.

our

miserable

climate,

where

not even humans in their right
minds should live.
Tune your-

self with nature and observe the
perfection she is always creating
in
juxtaposition
with
man’s
squalor.
Thirty-one HSC students passed the State Fish and Game test
last month for the position of Fish
and Game Assistant.
They were
placed on the eligible list and will
be hired as openings occur.
This
is a large number to qualify from
any one institution and reflects the
teaching quality on campus.
Other fabulous jobs are waiting
to be grabbed.
The bulletin board

in the Wildlife
job

Building

announcements.

is full of

They

range

from Fishery Aids in Yellowstone,
National Park Service rangers and
student-trainee
positions in
the
Department
of the Interior
.]throughout the western states to
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in Alaska.
These jobs are really grand
adventures and most, although
often arduous, will provide valuable experience and memeries
for years.
Check the examination dates, since right now is the
time to be filing for the spring
exams,
Many positions do not
require
an
examination,
but
don’t get caught short in May
without a necessary ranking on
the eligibility list.
Mr. Ernest Cleinschmidt of Redding,

has

been

appointed

as

ou

:

yoOCrorilioauvw

Page 4

edy

a

member
of the Fish and Game
Commission.
It will be interesting to see how this political foot-

ball will
to

disarm

be
the

handled.
game

A

proposal

wardens

was

advocated under the old regime
and one’s stand on this and other hot potatoes such as either sex
deer hunts can make or break you
politically.
’Bout time that politics and the Fish and Game Department headed for the divorce
court — if you ask me!

All

“I/M Is kindest to your taste,” says James Arness. “There are two
good reasons why I know you'll like ’em. They’re truly low in tar, with
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette.”

_

LOW TAR: I¢M’s patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke . .. makes L*M truly low in tar,

MORE TASTE: I¢M’s rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more

exciting taste than any other cigarette.

LIVE MODERN... CHANGE TO MODERN :M

outdoorsmen

take

note

of

the
Hiking
and
Outing
Club
which was formed officially last
week.
The weekend saw members
hiking the James Irvine Trail at
Prairie Creek State Park.
Membership i# about twenty with a
third of these being co-eds.
A
preliminary
membership
meeting
was held last week featuring slides
of our Sierra and the Wallowa
Mountains of Oregon.
Rich Win-

ters

is

chairman-pro-tem

with

Tom Harper handling the secretarial duties.
A committee is working on a schedule of outings and
Charles
Bloom,
faculty co-sponsor, mentioned an assault on Ironsides Mountain in the Trinity Alps
this spring. Schedule sounds good
and the whole organization ought

to have lots of fun, and
exercise,

plenty of

Ce
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Sunday Retreat
Scheduled By
Exec. Council
The Executive Council will hold
the second annual Club Officers
Rertreat

from

1 to 4 p. m.

in the

Green and Gold Room, to discuss
problems of various clubs and to
get information on improving individual organizations.
At 1 p. m. Don Peterson,

ASB

President, and Larry’ West will
lead the entire group in a discussion on Parliamentary Procedure.
During the last 20 minutes of the
discussion period there will be a
demonstration
of proper discussion techniques.
Students participating
are Bob Merritt,
John
Burger, Joan
Rasmussen,
Linda

Sarboe
erator,

and

Don

Peterson,

mod-

At 2 p. m. the group will divide into separate discussion
groups.
Topics slated are “Problems of Presidents and Vice Presidents,” led by Peterson and Joe
Chappelle;
“Secretaries,”
Karen
Dillard; “Inter-club Senate,” Jacquie Callihan;
and “Treasurer,”

Estragan, otherwise known

as Bill Livingston, carefully inspects

what once was a shoe in a scene from the forthcoming play, “Waiting for Godot” which will be presented here next week.

Varied Background Experiences
Found In Cast Of “Godot”
By ROGER WERTS

‘‘Waiting For Godot,’’ the next production to be presented by the HSC players, has an unusually small cast.
There are only five cast members in this two-act play to be

presented Friday and Saturday, February 27 and 28, in the

main auditorium.
Vladimir,

or

“Didi”,

who

is

Fred Johnson.
discussed

Clubs

are

Other topics to be
“The

in Campus

Role

Life,”

of

the

“Exhibi-

tion Basketball—To
Be or Not
To Be,” “ICS Membership and
Its
Function,” “General
Gripe
Session,” and “ASB Card Fees.”
At 3:20 the group will reassemble and leaders will give reports
on their discussion groups.
Coordinators of the Winter Retreat are
Larry West and Karen Dillard,
while Bob Merritt heads the organization committee. Publicity is

under

the chairmanship

Mrs.

of Larry

Andrea

Molnuar,

a charming

young

lady

from

Hungary:

very easily takes the balance stand on the balance beam in an exhibition in the Women’s Gym, This is one of the many gymnastic
events she did to win a gold medal in the 1956 Olympics. Mrs. Mol-

West and Art Dalianes. In charge
of refreshments are Karen Dillard
and Joan Rasmussen.

sketching
the other
actors.
nar gave several exhibitions here Monday and Tuesday.
Though this is his first acting attempt he is doing very well, the
other cast tnembers say he shows
exceptional ability and is easy to
work with,
His comment — “Yes
sir, no sir, yes sir, I don’t know,
Tthe annual Spur Tea, honoring
ogy major with a speech minor
sir.”
—it may be interesting to note
all freshmen women,
was _ held
By SANDY ZUNINO
Lucky, the slave, is played by
Wednesday, Feb. 18, at 7:30 p. m.
that he has a son a year ahead
HSC was fortunate to have Oylmpic Champion Mrs. AnHis older
John Brandenburg.
He is now
in the Home
Economics Social
of him in college.
Brandenburg, is
drea Molnar on campus last Monday and Tuesday for a
brother, Stan
living at 820 Fickle Hill Road
President Joan Boynton inPozzo.
Unit.
master,
the
as
cast
series
of gymnastic exhibitions.
lady original
but his home town is Crescent
casting.
troduced the Spur adviser, Mrs.
logical
like
Sounds
Mrs.
Molnar, a charming, gracious young
Del
attended
he
Mrs. Corbett
where
City
Katherine Corbett.
The brothers reside with their
living in Sausolito. She is married
Norte High back when—.
welcomed
the
guests and gave from Hungary, is now
mother on Kneeland Road and
to
a
young
Hungarian
and they are the parents of a 15becoming
of
Esis
information
Turlock
general
from
Also waiting for Godot
originally
are
month-old
daughter.
by
Turlock 'a Spur.
played
attended
or “Gogo,”
they
trogan
where
John is a freshIn Sausolito Mrs. Molnar teaches
Pledging for Spurs will be held
William Livingston. Livingston is
High School.
at
major
speech-drama
not new to the Humboldt stage,
man
April } and the initiation will be a class of 50 students all about
Mem- gymnastics.
She has been teachand has previous acting
HSC
having been cast in five plays in
in, the latter part of May.
bers of the pledging committee in- ing for two years in this country
experience in a number of high
the past two years, the latest of
Eleanor Backus; and she taught two years in Hunwhich was a major role in “Com- | school plays.
clude chairman
Formal
initiation
ceremonies
He also had parts |
Lynn gary before her trip to the UnKara
edy of Errors.”
speech- Joan
Rasmussen,
Stan, also a freshman
were conducted by Beta Mu chapHigh
plays at Eureka
in two
Scott, Linda Dolf, Donna Snyder ited States.
drama major, was cast in a major
In the 1956 Olympics she won ter of Alpha Phi Gamma, national
School, from which he graduated. role in “Comedy of Errors” last and Pat Waters.
a
gold medal in gymnastics. Af- honorary coeducational journalisof
He is a sophomore speech-drama semester.
trainer
Stan was a
so
minor
English
ter winning the gold medal Mrs. tic fraternity, Thursday evening in
and
major
killer dogs while in the army and
Molnar
traveled to the
United the Lumberjack offices, followed
should know what he is talking he also has an older brother’s exe
States
with
a
Hungarian
group by a social hour.
about when saying, “this play has perience for the role of “master,”
who also participated in ‘the Olym- | |
Selection
of candidates
above
a language that is easy to work so his performance should be compics. They returned to their coun- their freshman year, for memberwith from the actor’s standpoint.” petent.
Confess To A Priest?” | try but Mrs. Molnar stayed and ship is based on merit of contri“Why
his parents at
He resides with
will be the topic of Father Wil- | made her home in Sausolito.
2204 S Street, Eureka.
butions, quality, and work of stuSerado at the Newman Club
liam
Godot”
for
During
her two-day
visit to dents in college journalism and
A Boy in “Waiting
meeting to be held Monday night
11Corbett,
HSC she worked with the differ- | publications.
is played by John
at 8 p. m. in the Green and Gold ent gym classes.
Invited to membership were Pat
Kathryn
The men and
son of Mrs.
year-old
Room . This is the first in a serdifferent tumb- Baker, Bonnie Montgomery, Kay
tried
both
women
Corbett, assistant professor of Sobe
will
n
More active participatio
ies of talks to be given on the) ling techniques, work on the bars, Morrison, Bill Hayward, Art DalHe resides with
ciology at HSC.
Church
and
doctrines |
sought by Humboldts ski club for Catholic
Street,
Gates
1307
at
exercise, and also tried the jianes, Ron Kunstal, Dick Fauermother
his
semester. Lack of snow this semester. Following the talk free
second
the
Marshall
at
balance
beam
work
under Mrs. jbach and Keith Barnhill,
Eureka, and is a pupil
but
hampered club activities
will be a discussion period of quesChapter officers are Sid FauerGroups
supervision.
John is an Assistant Pa- has
Molnuar’s
School.
All students |
tions and opinion.
recent weather has brought forth
from CES and Arcata Union High | bach, president; Diane Anderson,
trol Leader in the Eagle Patrol of
Sum|
Berry
Caththe
to
plans for a trip
who are interested, whether
Bob
Ringo,
School also participated.
She is lvice president; and
Boy Scouts of America, Troop 11,
A trip in early March olic or not, are cordially invited to | proficient in all these plus the secretary.
Dr. Milton
Hollstein
John is also a budding mit lodge.
Eureka.
Ssasta has also been attend and to participate.
to Mount
parallel
bars—even and _ uneven, is chapter adviser.
young artist and fills in his spare
Club meets evd
Newman
The
planne
.
and
and the buck and
horse,
ropes,
time at rehearsals watching
Ski club officers are Al Johnson, ery other Monday evening in the
balance
beam.
Rasmussen, Green and Gold Room.
Club ofJoan
president, and
different
the
did
only
Not
secretary. Advisers are Mr. Alwyn ificers are Armand Baradat, presvice-presi- groups and teachers benefit from
Bob Guintoli,
Sessions and Dr. Andrew Karoly. ident;
she was greatly
dent; and Kathy Katri, secretary. he presence, but
came in conwho
all
by
enjoyed
Mr.
group are
PATRONIZE OUR
Advisers to the
who worked unADVERTISERS .
.
William Jackson and Dr. Donald tact with her and
der her supervision.
Strahn.

waiting for Godot, is played by
His previous exPaul Conner.
perience on the Humboldt
boards was a part in ShakesErrors.”
“Comedy of
peare’s
Connors is a freshman psychol-

Humboldt State Students Enjoy
Gymnastic Exhibitions On Campus

Spurs Honor Frosh
At Annual Tea

‘Alpha Phi Gamma
Initiates Members

Speaker Scheduled
For Newman Club

|

Activities Planned

By HSC Ski Club

THE FINEST
NAME IN FOODS
IN HUMBOLDT!

ADMIRAL
RADIOS

THEY

PATRONIZE

US!

Graves
Department Store
Complete Lines

Cannam’s K and K
Cannam’s Huntoon & I
Cannam’s

5th and L

Cannam’s of Scotia

Mens - Womens - Childrens
Clothing - Shoes
Yardage

ON

THE PLAZA
ARCATA

SPECIALIZING IN THE

NEWEST RAGE!
RCUTS
BETWEEN CLAtoSSYourHAI
taste”

“We tailor
CREWCUTS - EXECUTIVE

CUTS - HAIR CUTS

CALL OR STOP AT

NORTH ARCATA BARBERSHOP

PHONOS
With
STEREOPHONIC SOUND
—~@-—

Control TVs

Remote
om

&

Open til 7

=

Fri. til 9

Carl Johnson Co.
Hiway 101 North

Eureka
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‘Jacks Win In

FWC Series

WATCH THAT HOOK SHOT!

Humboldt Cagers Take
Wolfpack 46-40, 59-4]

Women’s Basketball
Teams Organized
For Varsity Play
The HSC Women's Varsity Basketball team is now organizing for
future games.
Last Friday the team met at the
Women’s Gym for a short practice period.
Those present were

ee

penige®

Singing in the Rain, Hatful of Rain and Rain-

tree County. On such nights, the
only (Thinklish) word for this
place is damphitheater! Better
turn on your windshield wipers,
light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.

:

got

4

hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We’re paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it’s
new words from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
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Thinklish: SPINSTITUTION
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Then It’s Always Fair Weather!

=

Thinklish transiation: This drive-in’s main

feature: pictures matched to the weather. In
January, it’s Snow White; in July, Hot Spell.
When it pours, of course, the program
is all wet:

Ft actor’
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En glish: HOOP
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die Thomas connected with 9:47
left in the first half. From there
they found the range and tied
the game at 20-20 with two minutes left.
Nevada then scored
and the halftime score was 24-22
in their favor.
In the second half Nevada widened their lead to seven points,
but the Jacks came back and took
the lead 40-39 with six minutes
left in the game.
With three minutes left Nevada tied it at 40-40,
but that was the last point they
scored as Joe Miller, George Milionis and Jerry Hathaway each hit
a field goal to cinch the game.
Joe Johnson
led the Lumberjacks with 14 points, 10 of them
from the free throw line.
Bob
Lyon topped Nevada with 10.
Humboldt hit on 15 for 63 for
24 per cent while Nevada managed
16 for 42 for 40 per cent.
Saturday night the Jacks combined an air-tight defense and a
deadly fast break for a decisive
59-41 victory.
Humboldt started
fast, grabbed a 14-5 lead, and held
The
it for the rest of the game.
halftime score was 29-20 in favor
They built up the
of the Jacks.
lead to 44-28 with 10 minutes to
Givins
Franny
Coach
play and
began to clear his bench.
Joe Miller led Humboldt with
12, while Eddie Thomas and Joe
Johnson chipped in with 11 and
Guard Val York
10 respectively.
led Nevada with 16 points.
Humboldt connected on 25 of
65 or 39 per cent, while Nevada
had a frigid 11 for 60 or 18 per
cent from the floor.
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MOVIE

hitting

Al

DRIVE-IN

trouble
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English:

had
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| Rosa,

Jacks

the hoop.
In fact, Humboldt
did not hit a field goal until Ed-

a

THINKLISH

iz ready for the rebound if one is necessary.

3 lead in the opening minutes as
the

|

Fisher

Sacramento State took an easy
61-44 Far Western Conference win
last Tuesday night over the San
Francisco State Gators to increase
their first place lead.
The win put Sacramento a full
game and a half in front of second
University of Nevada.
Meanwhile
at
Chico the young
Wildcats
trimmed Cal Aggies 67-54 to put
the loop in a three-way tie for
third place.
Besides Chico, Humboldt State and San Francisco are
in the middle spot with identical
14-4 won-loss records,
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to take a 46-40 decision.
Nevada started fast and took an 11-
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guarding.
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Hornets Increase
Conference Lead

Friday night the Lumber-

$1 cooccoaune

Diane Genzoli’s good

to

On

jacks had to come
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yints and overcome

hopes

Rosa and represent HSC
in an
Intramural
Basketball
Tournalment
held every year in
Santa
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team

Marlene Thompson tries her fabulous hook shot, to score two

wins at

v
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four losses with
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Thompson,

ence record at four wins an

the expense of the Nevada Wolfpack last Friday and Sat-

“SOON

Marlene

Sandy Zunino, Carolyn Sanders,
Joyce Cadero, Nancy Fisher, Dianne Genzoli,
Gerry McGovern,
Elizabeth
Locke, and Judy
Debeni.
Other women have signed
up for the team and Will be present at the next practice session.
The
first
game
played
was
Thursday evening with the Arcata
High School team.
In the near future the HSC Varsity will meet with the Chico Varsity.
Soon after that meeting the

iy DENNIS GIUNTINI
Humboldt State's Lumberjacks evened out their confer-
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Rain, Rain Go Away
Track and Baseball

Needs Practice Time
Humboldt

State’s

intercollegiate

en a back
the

berjack
forward

just

two

four

athletics

spring

have

SPORTS

Cal Aggies Here Tonight
For FWC Two Game Series
Humboldt State basketballers have found a method to
their madness and now are fighting hard for the second
place in the Far Western Conference and they want Sacramento State to win the conference.

tak-

seat this past week

weather.
Coach Ced

to

Kinzer and his Lum-

baseballers

are

to their opening

weeks

with

looking
game

Shasta

in

and began as a team last Monday.
Their practice schedule has been
seriously curtailed by the constant
downfall and the new diamond has
become very muddy to add to the
baseball nine’s grief.
Over in Redwood Bow! Coach
Bob
Doornink has started
his
track and field men to initial drills
but also with little success due to
the rain. Earlier the thinclad mentor said his team should be the

in

the

Hilltop

though the first meet
for
March 21 the

tracksters

hope

annals.

Al-

is scheduled
Lumberjack

to attain

some

good perfection before that date.
Other sports, golf under the direction of coach Phil Sarboe, and
tennis coached by Dr, Larry Kerker, have also felt the blows to
their
respective
programs
that
have
been dealt by the
recent
storms and rain.

Junior Jacks
Win Pair

Friday

night

the

Junior

A boxer, Rich Ames, and a wrestler, Phil Butterfield, provided
BoxingHSC
much of the amusement at the Second Annual
Third
Wrestling show Tuesday night. The pair fought to a draw.
man in the ring was referee Lee Hawkins.

WHAT

WHAT‘’S

by hugh clark
Bad news for the Far Western Conference and its mem-

Humboldt’s Junior Jacks had little trouble over the weekend in
winning games from Sousa Brother’s Towing and Feuerwerker’s of
Arcata by scores of 64-31 and 5427.

Jacks

led 30-11 at halftime and were
never headed. Dennis Pontoni and.
Felix Rogers had 12 and 11 points
respectively to lead the winners,
as Mel
Pritchard netted 10 for
Sousa Brothers.
Saturday night’s score was 2415 as both teams played deliberate
ball. The Junior Jacks opened up
in the second half as every member of the team got in the scoring
column,
Jack Atwood and Jack
Byrd both scored eight for Humboldt as Harold Thorsen led the
losers with eight also.

Chico Takes Two;
Sacramento Splits

bers and corresponding conferences and schools was circulated earlier this week throughout thé West Coast when a
number of the large Pacific Coast Conference members announced that following their breakup this spring they plan
to offer the full ride to potential athletic stars.
It now

appears

thut

the

smaller,

less fortunate

“HSC Presents,” formerly viewed over KVIQ-TV on Friday afternon, has been rescheduled on
Thursdays at 5 p.m. The half-hour
long live telecast of college happenings will feature “Waiting for
Godot’ ’next week.

ceiniciciiiinsasceasceiencelagitichastbtatnatsiilil

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTIZERS...
THEY PATRONIZE US!
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By DENNIS
GIUNTINI
A pleased crowd of about 300
turned out Wednesday evening to
witness Humboldt State’s Second
Annual Box-Wrestling Show.
Frank Schmidt, 155, started the
evening off with a unanimous decision over Tom Radich, 160, in a
three-round boxing match.
Carl
Struby, 155, and
Tony
Moreno, 145, battled to a draw in
a fast and
furious three-round
bout.
A fine exhibition of wresting

saw

Rich

Machado,

155, pin Reg-

inald Mintey,
145.
Mintey had
built up a 7-5 lead on points, but
in the third round Machado rose
to the occasion and pinned Mintey
with two minutes to go in the
match.
In
another
wrestling
match,
Dick Donley, 205, pinned Danny
Herrera, 195, in the third round.
They were tied 3-3 after the first
two rounds.
A battle of the big men saw
Don Westlake, 245, gain a 5-3
decision over Chuck Atkinson,

265, in a heavyweight wrestling

which makeup the FWC will be in constant competition to)
| Robert Hoagland, 165, in the seeoffer only a pay-as-you-go plan against the more illustrious
ond round; and Armand Baradat,
of
upwards
free-ride plan which may pay the athlete to the
135, pinned Ronald Kunstal, 135,
$1,000 to $1,200 with an individual receiving straight grants
with no labor or work committments involved whatsoever.
How can the various heads of the athletic departments hope
to compete for the athletes is a question we certainly are unable to answer and wonder if athletic directors such as Humboldt State’s Phil Sarboe can either.
Evidently it was strife and under-the-table payments that
originally set the breakup of the more than 30-year-old PCC, |

in the third round to win their mat
match.
Probably the best match from

the crowd’s

point

of view

was

the heavyweight boxing match
between Vester
Flanagan and
Bill Nichols.
Both started fast
and continued
the fast pace for
:
i

entire three rounds with
now that it is out in the open the schools who helped break | the
Flanagan gaining a split decis-

the conference up by failing
the first to initiate them.

to support

such

measures

are!

ion.
Other boxing matches saw Gary
Idaho an- Townsley,
State and
160, outpunch
Jerry
State, Washington
Oregon, Oregon
160, for a_ three-round
nounced their plan last Wednesday (p. m.) and almost im- Ostrum,
Chuck Nickerson, 185,
mediately, the athletic directors at UCLA, Wilbur Jones, and decision.
won
a
unanimous
decision over
the
not
or
whether
at USC, Jess Hill, begin a controversy of
Bernard Cannon, 185.
former
the
and
n
Washingto
California,
four,
proposed big
In a special attraction, boxer
two would enter such a program.
Rich Ames and wrestler Phil But|
larger
the
by
rewritten
be
all
sack to the Brochures, they'll
terfield battled to a three-round
schools and the smaller ones must grab a new gimmick to| draw.

Watch Repairs

CoV E:
WELERS |
oe
cer ree

Replacement Parts
All Cars

for

ery

Watches - Diamonds
Silver - China

ARCATA

COOPER AUTO |
PARTS

EUREKA

Tools and Equipment
982 - 4th Street Arcata
Phone VA 2-3156

Pat's Color Shop
Fuller Paints
Wall Paper
815

J

St.

VA

2-2613

Sponsored by the University
of Arizona in cooperation with

Stanford

Uni-

versity, University of California, and Guadalajara, it will ofMexico,
Guadalajara,
in
fer
June 29 to August 7, courses in
hisfolklore, geography,
art,
and literature.
tory, language
$233 covers tuition, board and
For more information,
room.

please write to Professor Juan
B. Rael, Box K, Stanford University,

Calif.

a

somewhat

disastrous

sweep highly touted Gonzaga University and then conference cham-

pionship bound University of Nevada

was

downed

in the two game

series.

:

Tonight

role

of

the

the

won-loss

Aggies

play

upsetters

five

can

as

only

the

the

07

stop

oth

er teams at this point of the race.
However,
the Mustangs
lost
four players with the grading axe
and appear unable to put together
a complete winning effort.

Starters

tonight

will include
Johnson at

hart

at

for

Humbolde

Joey Miller and
forwards, Grant

centers

and

Billy

Joe
Es-

Caver

and Eddie Thomas at guards. Jesry Hathaway played at the for-

ward

post

during

the

past

three

games and may see considerable
action tonight.
The NAIA selection commit-

tee of district three announced
last

Monday

that

eight

teams

are under consideration for tie

spring cage playoffs.
Humboldt
and Sacramento
State were among those named,
should the Hornets win the conference, they would automatically be in the NCAA playoffs,
leaving the field open
10-9 Lumberjacks.

for

TOUR

PLANT

NEWSPAPER

the

The operations of a metropolitan newspaper were observed by
when
journalism students
HSC
the journalism 20 (Newswriting)

class taught by Dr. Milton Holl
stein, assistant professor of jour-

nalism, toured the Eureka Newspapers,
Inc., last Friday.
John
Mellenger,
display
advertising
manager, conducted the tour.

FOR A MEAL
OR A
SNACK
is the place to go!
featuring

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL
from

After

weekend in the Bay Area with the
San
Francisco Gators and
St
Mary’s the Jacks bounced back to

BIM’S

Arcata

professors

time.

Coach Franny Givins has shown
regard for

match.
In two other featured wrestling
schools of |
matches, Jim Walker, 175,
pinned
:

Chico State turned the trick two
weeks ago to start leading University of Nevada on its downgrade stay at their present scale, or fall back another notch to the |
and last weekend handed Sacrabig time athletics.
mento State its first loss in the
It may be that the story will end something like this; a|
Far Western cage action.
major league baseball to the downfall of minor |
On Friday night the Wildcats corallation of
will be like the future falldown of small colbaseball
league
took the Cal Aggies in bay handing
the
Mustangs
their
sixth leges tothe large institutions.
We hope our corallation is off base but the future doesn’t
straight loop loss. Chico had little
3ut what ever will be, will be, and That’s |
trouble with a ten point halftime look very bright.
advantage as they posted the 62- That.
47 win.
Sacramento State held a special
FWC STANDINGS
JAM
SESSIONS
night at the Hornet Gymnasium
Jam sessions are held every FriW L Pct. GB
last Friday to honor a four-year day in the Nelson Hall Lounge
—|
star, Chuck Mobley.
The Sacra- from 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. These “get- Sacramento State 6 1 875
........ 5 3 625 134}
mento forward showed his grati- togethers” are open to the public Nevada
tude scoring 22 points in leading
4 4 .500 2%,
free of charge, and everyone is| Humboldt State
the Hornets to a 72-59 over San welcome.
Student instumentalists|San Francisco .. 4 4 500 2%)!
Francisco State.
are invited to sit in on the ses-| Qpicg Focasadyian 4 4 .500
2%
Mobley scored 25 the following sions, regardless of their choice
seuss
0
7
.000
6
Cal
Aggies
Cats
the
but
Chico
night against
of instrument,
forced Sacramento into an overtime period and beat the Hornets
76-72 to move up another notch
in the FWC standings.

ch
eeiaenanaenianiaicammenina
aaa
PROGRAM TIME CHANGE

Tonight they
host
Aggies from Davis and
row night the
meet

Second Annual
HSC Smoker
Is Success

Col-

lege of Redding.
The Humboldt
horsehiders have been working out
in part for the past three weeks

best
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FRESH
MALTS

FREEZE
and SHAKES

SANDWICHES
COMPLETE MEALS

After The Game
TRY

BIM’S
At the Foot of College
Hill on Frontage Road
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Delta
Zeta Pledges
Four
New Women

CUP CAKE SALE
California Student Teachers Association will hold a cup cake sale
on Wednesday in the AdministraCup cakes will be
thon Building.
aold for ten cents and all proceeds

Delta Zeta sorority held its first
Coketail Pledge Party Tuesday in
the Home Economics
Building.
Pledged were Karla Kaski, freshwill go for the travel expenses to
man speech correction major from
various conventions later on this
Fortuna; Ellie Backus, sophomore
semester.
ly exhausted its supply, needed to psychology major from Belmont;
send to prospective students.
Julia Burgess, sophomore elemenTecsenone VA 23-2295
Dr. Chester
Collins, associate tary education major from Euredean of admissions and records, ka; and Sharon Bingham, freshG. Bradley y Barnes,
stated, “If we do not have copies man home economics, Eureka.
O. D.
of the bulletin to send people who
Delta Zeta officers are Mary
The Registrar's Office has asked
that all students who have a copy
of the Humboldt State Catalog for
1958-59 to please return them to
the offiee .The office has complet-

OPTOMETRIST
912 10Tw ST.
ARCATA, CALIF.

are seeking information about the
college, it will seem a lack of in-

terest on our part.”

Lou
Barnes,
president;
Bette
Burnside, vice president in charge
of rushing; Carolyn Sanders, vice
president
in
charge
of
pledge

training;

Lois Gardenhire, record-

ing secretary; Jo Ann

(By the Author of “Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” and,
“Barefoot Boy with Cheek.”)

Nancy
Kay
memJudy
Mona
Greta

Lehto,

Karen

Carmen

Dillard.

POVERTY

Kathy

CAN BE FUN

Furguson,

corresponding
secretary;
Foster, treasurer;
and
Clausce, historian.
Other
bers include Edna Johnson,
Packard,
Janet Johnson,
Armstrong, Diane Genzoli,

West

Faculty

Goetz,

and

and

adviser

is

alumni

Mrs.

adviser | _

is

It is no disgrace to be poor. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and hide
your head in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it
freely and frankly and all kinds of good things will happen to
you. Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sigafoos.
Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern girls’
college, was smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn’t get invited to a party
weekend at one of the nearby men’s schools. But Blossom never
accepted. She did not have the rail fare; she did not have the
clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her classmates went
frolicking, Blossom sat alone, saved from utter despair only by
her pack of Marlboros, for even an exchequer as slim as Blossom’s can afford the joys of Marlboro—joys far beyond their
paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured and carefully packed; a new improved filter that works like a charm.
Croesus himself could not buy a better cigarette!
However, Marlboro’s most passionate admirers—among
whose number I am paid to count myself—would not claim
that Marlboro can entirely replace love and romance, and Llossom grew steadily moroser.

Mrs. Harriet DeLong.
The members and pledges will
be initiated this spring to form the
first chapter of a national sorority
on campus.

What, No Lindy Hop?
Approximately 30 HSC students
attended
Humboldt
State
Col-.
lege’s Dance Club at the Arthur |
Murray Dance Studio Wednesday
Instruction was provided |
night.
by Art Humphry, manager of the
studio and his dance instructors.
The club will meet five more times
during this semester.
Among the dances being taught
are the Mambo, Cha-Cha, Jitterbug, Samba and the Charleston.
Club membership costs each stu-

dent $6.
The Dance

Club is being spon-

sored ‘by the Student Activities
Program.
Students who are interested in joining the dance club
this semester may register late by

seeing Mrs. Jo Losey, in the Dean
of

Students

Office.

Chairman

the Dance Club is Ernest Spirz.
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TOP 20 TUNES
and Hi-Fi Albums

Then one day came a phone call from an intelligent sophomore named Tom O’Shanter at a nearby men’s college. ‘Blossom,” said Tom, “I want you to come down next week for the
barley festival, and I won’t take no for an answer.”
“No,” said Blossom.

Complete Drug and
Preseription Service
@

“Foolish girl,” said Tom gently. “I know why you refuse me.
It is because you are poor, isn’t it?”

“Yes,” said Blossom.
“J will send you a railroad ticket,” said Tom. “Also a small
galami in case you get hungry on the train.”
“But I have nothing to wear,” said Blossom.
Tom replied, “I will send you one suit of cashmere, two
gowns of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks
of nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree.”
“That is most kind,” said Blossom, “but I fear I cannot
dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed.”
“Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab,” said
Tom.
“You are terribly decent,” said Blossom, “but I cannot come
to your party because all the other girls at the party will be
from rich, distinguished families, and my father is but a humble
woodcutter.”
“TI will buy him Yosemite,” said Tom.
“You have a great heart,” said Blossom. “Hold the phone
while I ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whether it
is proper for me to accept all these gifts.”
She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and

the Dean of Women

laid her wise and kindly old hand on

Blossom’s cheek and said, ‘Child, let not false pride rob you

of happiness. Accept these gifts from Tom.”

“Lord love you, Wise and Kindly,” breathed Blossom, dropping grateful tears into the Dean’s reticule. “I must run and
tell Tom.”
“Yes, run, child,” said the Dean, a smile wrinkling her wise

and kindly gld eyes, “And ask him has he got an older brother.”

© 1959 Mex Shulman
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The makers of filter-tip Marlboro, who bring you thiscolumn,
are also the makers of non-filter Philip Morris, who aiso

bring you this column.
hh
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Whichever you choose, you're right.

Falor's

Prescription
Pharmacy
Open

9 a. m. to 9 p. m.

Seven
Days A Week

North Arcata, close to campus
Ph. VA 2-2952
1563 G Street

of

Artist Joe Romero is shown here with one of his numerous ‘drawIt is another of Romero’s impressions.
Romero is a strict
ings.
adherent to the modern school of art.
Romero is a junior art maA similar impressionistic drawing by Romero won a prize in
jor.
a regional contest and has been sent to New York.

Romero Places
Second In Art
Area Contest
Joe Romero, junior art major
and
popular campus artist
and
secfinished
recently
cartoonist
ond in an art contest sponsored
by the
Columbia Record
ComThe contest covered the
pany.
northern California area.
Inspiration for the painting was to be
Brubeck’s
Dave
from
derived
“Jazz
Impression
of
Eurasia.”
Wayne Thibaud won the district
and national contest.
Despite the
fact that only one entry was to be
submitted from each district, there
was so much hesitation in making
a decision between Thibaud’s and

HUTCHINS
GROCERY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.

1644 G Street

Arcata

Phone VAndyke 2-1965

BUY NOT NG -- BUT
BUTTERNUT!

Romero’s
drawings
that
both
drawings were sent to New York
for the national contest.
Thibaud
is an art professor at Sacramento
Junior College and head of the
art department.
The contest was carried locally
by Ken Stodder, local disc jockey.
Romero won the local contest.
The contest was supposed
to
embody the artist’s reaction to or
impression
of
Dave _ Brubeck’s
“Jazz
Impressions of
Eurasia.”
Romero submitted four drawings.
“Nomad” was sent back to New
York.
The other three are on exhibit at Jerry’s Record Corral in
Eureka.
Romero is also a musician, a
drummer.
This was the major
reason for his interest and participation in the contest.
Romero
is a strong believer in the similarity and interaction of jazz and
modern art.
The three paintings on exhibit
in Eureka
are entitled
Marble
Arch, Thank You and Composition.
The latter jis Romero's overall impression of the album.

‘Chamber Music Set
\Feb. 22 By Group

The
monthly Chamber
Music
session has been set for 8 p. m.
Sunday, February 22, in the Mu\sic
Building as announced
Dr.
| Floyd Glende.
A program of three parts will
include (1) Haydn, a piano trio,

with

Charles

Fulkerson,

piano,

Floyde Glende, violin, and Jean
Fulkerson, cello.
(2) Martinu, a
sonata for cello and piano, with
Charles Farley, piano, and Jean
Fulkerson, cello,
(3. Brahms, a

sonata for clarinet and piano, with
Keith
Anderson,
clarinet,
and
Charles Farley, piano.
This is the monthly session of

the

Chamber

Music

group

which

has
been meeting on the
last
Sunday of the month for the past
five years.
No admission
is charged
and
everyone is cordially invited.

COMUS CLUB ELECTS
Jim Grimmison has been named
president of the Comus Club, organization of veterans on campus.
Other new officers are Pat Bryant, vice president; Ray Smeltzer,
secretary; Phil Nelson, treasurer,
and Glen Moorehead, ICS representative.

